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Reminder of PSIA Operating Policy
Antitrust
The discussion should not address market allocation, pricing, or similar anticompetitive matters.
Intellectual Property
If a participant knows his or her company has patent claims that cover a portion of the spec or standard
under discussion, he or she is obligated to disclose those claims, and the company must either agree to
negotiate RAND (Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory) license terms or the WG will have to try to work
around the claims (and the company may be asked not to participate further if this happens repeatedly).

Agenda:
1. Minutes of last meeting
2. Status update on revised CMEM specification and PLAI sub-profiles
3. ISC West 2016
4. General business
5. Next meeting/time

Attendance:
 Darren Bain, RightCrowd
 Laura Kevitt, Tridium
 Dave Bunzel, PSIA
 Josh Jackson, RightCrowd
 Jeffrey Longo, Kastle Systems
 Mohammad Soleimani, Kastle Systems
Discussion:
 Meeting opened at 5:06pm EST
 The minutes from the previous meeting were reviewed and no questions were
raised
 Jeff advised that activities are now progressing with more intensity on the
development activities around enhancing the PLAI agent to support zone
information and location-based data streaming for ‘east-bound’ systems. There
was also advice that the CMEM specification review was with Ken (this has been















in place since the middle of December) and that that needed to be followed up
with. Mohammad suggested that a deadline of next Tuesday be put in place for
that
Technical work for Tridium with support from Kastle and the new Agent will need
to commence soon to ensure the demonstration scenarios are correctly
supported
Jeff advised that there would be no printer/copier scenario included in the
demonstration scenarios due to limitations on time to get this in place. Darren
advised that the completed demonstration scenarios would now be revised to
reflect that – these will be re-distributed for final review and agreement
Stemming from this final review, Darren and Dave will work on copy for the PLAI
Demonstration marketing section in the Events part of the PSIA website. The
plan is to have this ready for review at the next PLAI meeting
The question was raised about getting other PACS vendors involved in the
demonstration. Mohammad indicated that the amount of software development
required for any vendor who demonstrated at the last ISC West show to be able
to also support the new location-based streaming would be pretty minimal (less
than a week was the estimate). Dave was tasked with speaking to the PACS
vendors about their involvement in the demonstration
Dave confirmed that the room for ISC West PLAI demonstration has been
confirmed (thanks)
Dave asked for guidance on the conformant products part of the PLAI website.
Darren suggested that, in line with previous discussion, we could either provide
higher level Company | Product compliance detail e.g. Lenel OnGuard, without
reference to specific versions. This would reduce the level of maintenance
required for this conformant products list in the future. Discussion was also had
around providing specific product version references. A web developer will be
employed to make these changes for the site, but initially it was agreed that
further follow up and investigation will be completed on how this could best be
represented. Dave was also tasked with this initial research task
A reminder to reach out to Dave Adams at HID for any progress on getting PLAI
compliance built into their mobile devices for the ISC West demonstration (Dave
if you are reading these minutes and can advise that would be great). Dave
Bunzel will be reaching out in due course to check in on this as well.
Darren was remiss in advising that we have submitted a speaking presentation
slot for the Connected Security Expo at ISC West and are hopeful we will be able
to present PLAI at this event
Meeting closed at 5:53pm EST

New/Open Action Items:
 (opened 01/06/2016) Dave Bunzel to research how other companies represent
their conformant products and how we might best represent them on the PLAI
conformant product page
 (opened 01/06/2016) Dave Bunzel to follow up with Dave Adams on progress
 (opened 01/06/2016) Dave Bunzel to reach out to the PACS vendors about their
participation in the ISC West demonstration with location-based streaming and
the relevant scenarios
 (opened 01/06/2016) Darren to update the Demonstration Scenarios and redistribute
 (opened 01/06/2016) Darren and Dave to draft the ‘Save the Date for ISC West’
PLAI demonstration section for the PSIA website events




(opened 11/11/2015) Mohammad/Jeff to continue to advise on the PLAI profiles
and extensions progress
(opened 8/19/2015) Dave Adams advised that HID are looking to follow the
process and will advise when this might occur (a discussion was also held on
getting another vendor who is already a part of the PLAI group to follow through
the new implementation guide and process as a way of giving first hand feedback
on the experience and if further changes could be made to improve it)

Closed Action Items
Next Meeting: Tuesday 20th January, 2016 5pm EST (India meeting scheduled for
8:30am PST the same day)

